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Guide Disclaimer
The content of this publication is not offered as advice on any particular matter and must
not be treated as a substitute for specific advice. In particular, information in this
publication does not constitute professional, financial or investment advice and must not
be used as a basis for making investment decisions and is in no way intended, directly or
indirectly as an attempt to market or sell any type of financial instrument. London Stock
Exchange Group plc. and its group undertakings (the “London Stock Exchange Group”)
attempts to ensure that all information used in this publication is accurate at the time of
publication, however all information is provided “as is” and on an “as available” basis and
may not be accurate or up to date and the London Stock Exchange Group shall not be
liable for decisions made in reliance on it. The information provided by the London Stock
Exchange Group may or may not have been prepared by the London Stock Exchange
Group but is made available without responsibility on the part of the London Stock
Exchange Group. No responsibility is accepted by or on behalf of the London Stock
Exchange Group for any errors, omissions, or inaccurate information. The London Stock
Exchange Group does not make any representations and disclaims all express, implied
and statutory warranties of any kind, including warranties as to accuracy, timeliness,
completeness, merchantability or fitness for any particular purpose. Except as is
otherwise indicated, the London Stock Exchange Group is the owner of the copyright in all
the information and of all related intellectual property rights, including but not limited to all
database rights, trade marks, service marks and logos.
Whilst this document may be updated at any time, the London Stock Exchange Group will
endeavor to provide notice to customers of changes being made. This notice, however,
cannot always be guaranteed. The information in this publication is therefore for guidance
only.
For further information, please contact your usual London Stock Exchange Group contact.
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1. Documentation
1.1

This Guide

The purpose of this document is to provide an overview of market or service specific
differences in the operation or provision of data from the Group Ticker Plant platform.
It will be updated and reissued when appropriate to do so.

1.2

Readership

This document is particularly relevant to technical and business teams within member
firms, information vendors and other market participants who are currently developing to or
are interested in receiving London Stock Exchange Group data.

1.3

Document Series

This guide, GTP008 – Market Attributes Guide, forms part of the documentation library
supporting those clients interacting with the Group Ticker Plant. For information, the full
series of currently available documentation is outlined below:









GTP001 – Product Guide;
GTP002 – Technical Guide;
GTP003 – Statistics Guide;
GTP004 – Parameters Guide;
GTP005 – Testing Services Guide;
GTP006 – External Sources Guide;
GTP007 – GTP Lite Guide
GTP008 – Market Attributes Guide (this document).

Further documentation to support displaying our data will be released in due course.
The full library of Group Ticker Plant documentation can be found at:
www.londonstockexchange.com/oneproductinfinitepossibilities
www.borsaitaliana.it/oneproductinfinitepossibilities
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Document History

This document has been subject to the following iterations:
Issue
1.0

Date
10 March 2017

2.0

16 June 2017

3.0

15 December 2017

4.0

5 April 2017

Description
First issue of this document.
2.1 – added text regarding order of System
Event and Instrument Status messages
2.1 – Corrected mapping of Halt and
Suspended states
2.1 – Added TradeEcho support for
negative prices
2.1 – Added _A to indicate Turquoise Lit
Auctions™

In subsequent issues of this document, where amendments have been made, these
changes will be indicated through the use of red text and sidebars (example left).

1.5

Enquiries

For further information on Group Ticker Plant, please contact either your Technical
Account Manager or the Client Technology Services (UK):



Telephone: (+44) 207 797 3939
Email: lsetam@londonstockexchange.com

or Client Technology Services (Italy):




Telephone: (+39) 02 42 41 13 99
Telephone (Toll Free): (00800) 26 77 20 00
Email: clients-services@borsaitaliana.it

Further information can also be found on our project websites:
www.londonstockexchange.com/oneproductinfinitepossibilities
www.borsaitaliana.it/oneproductinfinitepossibilities
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2. Overview
The Group Ticker Plant publishes real-time data in a fixed-width standard API, designed to
support all markets, and all service lines irrespective of asset-class. The protocol is
expected to evolve as additional functionality is introduced, but wherever possible the
Group intends to maintain the core format and characteristics of the protocol, irrespective
of the market being consumed.
However, in limited cases some service lines and supported markets may differ in their
approach to publishing real-time data – this may be due to functionality or in an effort to
ensure efficient data publication.
This document is published to support customers intending to use the TRADEcho market
data services, but will be reissued to support all markets in due course.

2.1

TRADEcho

Table 1 : Standard and TradeEcho Behavior
Standard Behavior

TRADEcho Behavior
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One System Event
message is disseminated
per multicast channel to
indicate the start and end
of day.
Instrument status and
session transitions are
advertised on a per
instrument basis via the
Instrument Status
message.
System Event /
Instrument Status
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Session transition is advertised via one
System Event message for all instruments
allocated to the same multicast channel.
Should a specific instrument be subject to
individual status change – such as
suspension or halt – this will be
communicated by the Instrument Status
message.
The System Event message will also be
broadcast at the end of day on TRADEcho.
Customers should consider the SI quote
order book to be empty following receipt of
this message. No explicit Order Book Clear
or Delete Order messages will be sent.
Customers should note that at go-live the
System Event message is not available via
the Recovery service. However, Group can
confirm that all instruments will follow a
standard daily schedule. The Group
anticipates making the System Event
message recoverable in the Recovery
service in due course.
Customers should note that Instrument
Status messages may be disseminated prior
to System Event – Start of Day message.

SI Quoting

Instrument
Directory

Order Book
Clear/Product
Failure

All order types
modifications, including
quotes, are advertised via
the Order Modify message.

An Instrument Directory
message is disseminated
on a per instrument basis
as part of Start of Day.
Customers can also
request asset-class specific
Instrument Directory
messages from the
Recovery Service for
additional static data sets.
In the unlikely event of a
market data gateway
failover, customers should
expect to receive an Order

SI Quote modifications are advertised by an
Order Delete message followed by an Add
Order message to advertise the changes
applied.
Customers should also note that SI quotes
are advertised as being applicable to the
Firm Quote book.
The Instrument Directory messages
disseminated on the multicast channels are
the only Instrument Directory messages
available via Recovery.

Customers should expect to receive an
Order Book Clear message only on the SI
Quoting channels as part of a failover
scenario.
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Book Clear message as
part of the failover. Order
books will be repopulated
as part of the recovery
process.
Full details of the statistics
services can be found in
GTP003 – Statistics Guide
GTP standard behavior
supports positive and
negative prices

TRADEcho off-book trade market data
channels will not disseminate an Order Book
Clear message as part of the failover
sequence.
TRADEcho supports off-book trade reporting
and SI Quoting only. Statistics supported on
TRADEcho are therefore off-book only..
TradeEcho now has the ability to send
negative prices. It is possible to observe
negative prices in MiFID II Trade report
messages.

To assist customers with their development, in particular instrument status management, a
explanatory table is provided below:
SI Quoting
TRADEcho
Instrument
Status

Cancel

Accept

Accept
On
Exchange
Trade
Report
Active
Yes
Inactive
No
Reg. Halt
Yes
Suspended
Yes
GTP Firm
Quote
Book
Status

Accept
OTC
Trade
Report

Accept
SI
Trade
Report

GTP Off
Book
Status

Active
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Active
Inactive
Yes
No
No
No
Inactive
Halt
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Reg. Halt
SI Quote
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Active
Prohibited
Instrument
No
Yes
Suspended
No
Yes
Yes
Suspended
Suspended
Customers are reminded that GTP Instrument Identifiers are specific to a venue and are
not currently mirrored across multiple venues, irrespective of the instrument’s credentials.
Instruments that may be considered ‘similar’ across London Stock Exchange and
TRADEcho markets will therefore carry different GTP Instrument Identifiers from go-live.

2.1

Turquoise

Standard
Behaviour
The instrument ID as
used by the
upstream trading
venue is
Venue Instrument ID communicated as
part of the
Instrument Directory
messages.

Turquoise Behavior
Venue Instrument IDs contain the suffix _I
or _M or _A to indicate the instrument
belongs to the Turquoise Integrated Order
Book or Turquoise Plato Dark Midpoint
Order Book or Turquoise Auction Book
respectively.
Customers can purge this suffix to identify
the upstream trading venue ID.

